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ABSTRACT
With the continuous improvement of large language models (LLMs),
chatbots can produce coherent and continuous word sequences that
mirror natural human language. While the use of natural language
and human-like conversation styles enables the use of chatbots
within a range of everyday settings, these usability-enhancing fea-
tures can also have unintended consequences, such as making fal-
lible information seem trustworthy by emphasizing friendliness
and closeness. This can have serious implications for information
retrieval tasks performed with chatbots. In this paper, we provide
an overview of the literature on parasociality, social affordance,
and trust to bridge these concepts within human-AI interactions.
We critically examine how chatbot “roleplaying” and user role pro-
jection co-produce a pseudo-interactive, technologically-mediated
space with imbalanced dynamics between users and chatbots. Based
on the review of the literature, we develop a conceptual framework
of parasociality in chatbots that describes interactions between hu-
mans and anthropomorphized chatbots. We dissect how chatbots
use personal pronouns, conversational conventions, affirmations,
and similar strategies to position the chatbots as users’ companions
or assistants, and how these tactics induce trust-forming behaviors
in users. Finally, based on the conceptual framework, we outline
a set of ethical concerns that emerge from parasociality, includ-
ing illusions of reciprocal engagement, task misalignment, and
leaks of sensitive information. This paper argues that these pos-
sible consequences arise from a positive feedback cycle wherein
anthropomorphized chatbot features encourage users to fill in the
context around predictive outcomes.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Chatbots are increasingly being introduced into a range of day-to-
day tasks, from creative activities [66] to academic writing [10] to
information retrieval [57]. This is largely because these systems
use natural language and question-and-answer formats to interact
with users in ways that resemble human-to-human interpersonal
communication, enabling users to perform tasks via common-sense
instructions. In dialogue systems, human-like responses have been
shown to improve user engagement [71]. While this innovation
may improve usability, it could also increase human-computer in-
teraction harms [73], as human-like responses may prime users
to interact with information in specific, socially coded ways. The
anthropomorphic features characteristic of such systems introduce
an additional dimension into human-AI interactions (HAIs), as they
lead users to “engage” with AI agents themselves, rather than just
their outputs. Users have been observed projecting gender stereo-
types onto dialogue systems [2] based on given conversational cues,
and have even engaged in identity-based harassment (e.g., slurs,
sexualization, etc.) while interacting with these systems [59].

Users’ social framing of AI systems, and the context in which
information-seeking occurs, might affect how they regard the sys-
tem’s outputs [61]. Positive or friendly interactions with, or percep-
tions of, the agent can inspire unearned trust in the agent’s outputs
[2], whereas biases projected toward the agent can undermine trust
in the agent’s outputs, regardless of the actual quality of informa-
tion [12].1 And because chatbots are designed with interfaces and
intended to fill conversational roles, their outputs are packaged as
something more than just predictive inferences, potentially leading
users to regard outputs as definitive answers, advice, or consola-
tions. These problems with output appraisal are compounded by
the “hype” around AI, which overestimates AI systems’ capabilities
[58] and encourages positive receptions of AI outputs, as well as by
incidental inference errors [32] and malicious use cases [21] that
make it difficult to distinguish factual from nonfactual content.

Current research directions that try to mitigate AI harms tend
to focus on debiasing LLMs or addressing problems around models
[3]. However, it is also important to address how design choices
deflect users’ attention from the veracity of generated content or
the interpretability of generative processes to the affective trust-
worthiness of conversational agents themselves. These questions

1It is important to note that it can be difficult to appraise the quality of generated infor-
mation, as responses do not provide context or clues to indicate how comprehensive
the generated answer is [44].
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will only become more urgent as the performance of large language
models (LLMs), such as the GPT series [8, 55, 56] and PaLM [13],
improves, enabling increasingly human-like conversation styles
in downstream conversational AI applications like ChatGPT and
Bard.

The aim of the present paper is to conceptualize the mediated,
interactive spaces between users and AI systems and the modes of
interaction (e.g., trust, emotional attachment) that govern them, as-
sembling a conceptual framework that can be tested and refined in
subsequent studies. We begin in Section 2 by synthesizing insights
from existing literature across the fields of human-computer inter-
action (HCI), media studies/communication, and AI ethics, which
tend to over-emphasize the determining role of either technical
affordances or user adaptations in HAI. We then describe these
interactions in a way that emphasizes how chatbot design and user
motivations enable and constrain each other, adopting the concept
of parasociality [16, 26, 28, 29] and expanding it to encompass HAI.
This concept can shed light on how anthropomorphic features op-
erate as social affordances [14, 15, 48, 53] that simulate reciprocal
engagements and foster a sense of trust between users and chatbots.

In Section 3, we proceed to interpret examples of anthropomor-
phism in chatbots, as well as users’ perceptions and social behaviors,
through the lens of parasociality, social affordance, and trust. By
bringing these elements together, we identify the centrality of role-
playing/role assignment, projective (rather than just predictive)
inference, and parasocial trust, which mediate the process whereby
HAIs become parasocial relationships with ascribed (and assumed)
social roles. In Section 4, we explore some of the implications of this
dynamic, and in Section 5, we identify future research directions
that could apply or improve our model.

This is not a systematic review, but an exploratory search for
theoretical alignments that could establish a justification for further
inquiry in this area. Few other descriptions of HAI have utilized
the concepts of parasociality and trust, which help to explain how
users habitually calibrate their behaviors according to given con-
versational dynamics. The resulting conceptual framework can be
used to dissect the affective design embedded in conversational AI
systems, alongside its effects for user agency.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Parasociality
The concept of parasocial relationships has been studied for decades
in the field of media and communication. It refers to an asymmet-
rical, one-sided relationship between individuals and media per-
sonalities, real/fictional characters, or celebrities [28] wherein the
individual experiences a personal connection with the media figure
despite having little-to-no interpersonal interactions with them
[29]. Contrast this with genuine social relationships, which are
reciprocal if not always equal.2

2We might add the distinction that genuine social relationships are more visible
than parasocial relationships, and are more likely to be implicated in other social
relationships. There are, of course, grey areas and exceptions, as when parasocial
relationships become visible to (and thus verifiable by) others through open discussion,
or implicated in other social relationships (for instance, in fan communities), or when
real people engage in an online reciprocal relationship that remains invisible to others
and removed from other social relationships (as per digital intimacy). However, this
definition suffices to establish a spectrum.

Parasocial relationships are depicted as an illusion, though there
may be actual performative “scripts” available to realize the relation-
ship, making it legible to others [26]. For example, discourse/genre
conventions and storytelling strategies can construct mutual under-
standing between audiences and producers, even without direct in-
teraction [18]. Importantly, despite their illusory nature, parasocial
relationships frequently rely on some expectation of authenticity.3
Less staging and more perceived “naturalness” have been shown to
improve perceived trustworthiness among young audiences [42],
trust being an essential element of parasocial and genuinely social
relationships alike. Transgressions in the authenticity of parasocial
relationships can generate feelings of genuine betrayal. Consider,
for instance, the case of Lonleygirl15, a YouTube video series in
the mid-2000s that featured content about people’s mundane daily
experiences. When audience members learned that the main char-
acter was fictional—a role performed by an actress—they expressed
resentment and disappointment, even attacking the actress for her
“fake identity” [5].

Feelings of trust and mutual understanding may approximate the
feeling of reciprocity experienced in real social relations, but they
can also increase individuals’ receptivity to information derived
from these trusted sources [18]. Moreover, parasocial relationships
can have real effects on human emotions and self-perception. For
instance, Galbraith [23] investigated a simulation videogame called
LovePlus, which invites players to construct a pseudo-relationship
with a character. As players repeatedly interacted with these virtual
characters, they reported feelings of affirmation that compensated
for their perceived lack of “masculinity” in real life. As such, paraso-
cial relationships are a topic of practical and ethical concern.

For the purposes of this discussion, it is worth drawing a dis-
tinction between parasocial relationships between real people (as
with a celebrity and their fans) and those between real people and
representations of people (as with fictional characters, animations,
holograms, and—arguably—certain conversational agents). While
both celebrities and fans have real stakes and responsibilities in
the parasocial relationship, as when a celebrity benefits financially
from their audience so long as they continue to fulfill the audience’s
expectations, representations of people cannot have such stakes
or responsibilities (and users do not necessarily expect them to).
Repeated HAIs that begin to stabilize into social roles could fall into
this latter category. Therefore, parasociality could provide a theo-
retical lens to understand how the mediated spaces constructed by
generative AI systems and their users can become relational spaces
that affect human emotions or exploit them to gain trust.

2.2 Social Affordance
The concept of affordances originated in the field of cognitive psy-
chology, where it referred to the possibilities for action offered by a
given environment. It has subsequently been applied in awide range
of social science fields, including media studies, where it designates
the possibilities for action available within a given platform. How-
ever, there is a second strand of affordance research that emphasizes
perceived or imagined affordances—the actions that an individual
3This expectation of authenticity is also frequently discussed in AI-mediated com-
munication; for instance, people tend to respond negatively to AI-generated images,
especially if they initially thought these images were human-made [31]. At present,
many people consider standalone AI-generated content to be untrustworthy [31, 70].
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believes are available to them based on their impressions of a given
environment, platform, social situation, etc. According to Norman
[53], possible actions are not totally determined by the physical
constraints of systems, but are also shaped by the non-physical
functions initiated by users [53]. Nagy and Neff [48] explored this
type of affordance that is shaped by users’ perceptions, explaining
that the ways in which users interact with tools and platforms may
be unrelated to the built-in technical features.

These variations on the concept of affordance are not mutu-
ally exclusive. For example, Davis and Chouinard [15] argued that
the possibilities users perceive for action change based on the cir-
cumstances, such as available platform mechanisms that enable
actions like “request,” “demand,” “encourage,” “refuse,” etc. Corre-
spondingly, McGrenere and Ho [43] discussed how usable design,
or the functions provided by systems, could signal what is possible
to end-users. Davis [14] summarized this point by illustrating the
interplay between humans and technical systems, paying attention
to the ways in which they co-constitute capabilities.

In this paper, we regard anthropomorphism as a feature of con-
versational AI that affords (and is seen to afford) human-like, recip-
rocal interactions between chatbots and users. Indeed, Fogg and
Nass [22] found that users projected human-like potentials onto
computational systems—and used polite, socially-coded language
with these systems—when they found the system to be helpful
or productive. In other words, users determined the potential for
reciprocity (or human-like interaction) based on the adequacy of
computing systems’ performance. But as asserted by Norman [53]
and Nagy and Neff [48], the social affordance of reciprocal engage-
ment does not indicate a genuine capacity for reciprocity in chatbot
systems. Bender and Koller [7] argue that meaning, or commu-
nicative intent, arises from a relationship between linguistic forms
and external cues. Because anthropomorphized chatbots utilize
linguistic forms independently of external cues, they do not com-
municate meaningfully or intentionally, and so cannot participate
in genuinely reciprocal conversations (with shared referents, ob-
jectives, etc.). Instead, the potential for reciprocity is an illusion
built upon the chatbot’s simulation of natural conversational behav-
iors. Insofar as they deploy human language and communication
conventions, including pronouns that imply subjectivity, chatbots
can easily invoke commonplace social behaviors from users.4 This
might be especially true if chatbots possess telepresence in the
form of human-like avatars or physical characters [27]—technical
features that may induce users to interpret interactions through
the lens of relations.

By drawing attention to what is allowed or constrained in HAI,
as well as how users perceive this mediation and envision their
possibilities for action, affordance theory can shed light on how
chatbots and users establish and sustain seemingly reciprocal in-
teractions, which may develop into parasocial relationships. This
paper attempts to connect affordance theory with emotional con-
texts, attending to how design features foster emotional interactions
with chatbots that can, under certain circumstances, build trust and
a feeling of mutual understanding. It is particularly crucial to pay

4Consider, for example, some users’ tendency to refer to chatbots as “he,” “she,” or
“they.”

attention to contexts and cues that encourage users to be vulner-
able, as these can have the greatest effect on users’ behavior and
self-perception.

2.3 Trust
In the context of this paper, trust is defined as a social emotion that
facilitates relationship-building by establishing a sense of safety
or dependability. This corresponds with affective trust, as opposed
to cognitive trust, which arises from a sense of competence or
legitimacy. Madsen and Gregor [41, p.6] defined trust as “the extent
to which a user is confident in, and willing to act on the basis
of, the recommendations, actions, and decisions of an artificially
intelligent decision aid.” This makes trust an important variable in
HCI.

Trust is highly malleable, changing in response to external cues
and internal emotional states. Even cognitive trust can be quite
changeable, as some psychological research suggests that people
rely on repetition, rather than documented facts, as a heuristic cue
to check knowledge [20]. Madsen and Gregor [41] suggested that
there is a positive relationship between users’ perceptions of their
own technical competence and their trust in computational systems.
This means that, the more capable a user perceives themselves to be
while using a tool, the more they trust the tool that they are using.
It also implies that functions that increase self-efficacy can increase
users’ trust in computational systems. For example, users are more
likely to trust outputs from AI systems if there is some transparency
about the decision criteria, or if original data is made accessible to
users [46]. This is not necessarily just because this increases the
legitimacy of the output, as per cognitive trust, but also because it
increases the users’ perceived ability to meaningfully participate
in the interaction. Other studies have yielded similar results, with
people attributing greater trustworthiness to interpretable models
than black-box models [4], regardless of whether they actually
verify these models’ recommendations.5 This is consistent with the
notion of perceived affordances [43], as greater self-efficacy might
also imply more possibilities for action in a given technical system,
and therefore greater engagement in that system.

Trust is essentially the glue between each of the previous con-
cepts, as it orients people to their social setting, thereby affecting
how they configure the social presence of chatbots, how and what
they communicate, and whether they begin to attribute some so-
cially stable role to a chatbot conversation partner (as in a parasocial
relationship), in addition to informing their perceptions of platform
affordances. The concept of trust can help to elucidate the emo-
tional context in which users interpret or interact with retrieved
information, and how anthropomorphic features shape these con-
texts.

3 WHEN HUMAN-AI INTERACTIONS
BECOME PARASOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS

HCI typically entails a utilitarian “relationship” wherein a person
uses a computational system for some end. The system demands
nothing from the user except for literacy in its functions. In a

5Compare this to Kidd and Birhane [34]’s discussion of chatbot certainty—that is,
chatbots’ tendency to always provide definitive responses, even if they are inaccurate—
which tended to convince users to accept given outputs, even without transparency.
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parasocial relationship, however, a user may feel compelled to com-
municate in specific ways beyond what is necessary for inputs to be
effectively interpreted by the computational system, likely because
the user regards the system as an Other, rather than as a means
to an end. This could be due to convention (for example, default
politeness in linguistic interactions), playfulness (for example, the
desire to treat the system “as if” it were a person, even if one knows
that it is not a person), immersion or the suspension of disbelief (as
though entering a liminal space where the chatbot is functionally a
person), or any other reason. It does not necessarily imply outright
delusion.

Below, we describe how the aforementioned concepts of paraso-
ciality, affordance, and trust merge within HAI, both through chat-
bot specifications and functions that embody roleplaying and through
user perceptions and behaviors that encourage role assignment.

3.1 Roleplaying
Shanahan et al. [62] describe roleplaying as a useful framework for
understanding LLMs, as it acknowledges the relevance of human
social and psychological categories within LLM outputs without
conceding actual personhood to these agents. Within our discussion
of parasociality, the analytic lens of roleplaying can clarify the
roles assigned to chatbots through user experience design, training
datasets, and models, which provide the foundation for a relational
social presence. It can also help us to identify when and where
anthropomorphic roles and perceived trustworthiness arise within
HAI.

3.1.1 Illusion of Reciprocal Engagement. In terms of conversation
structure, HAIs follow a one-on-one format with conventional turn-
taking behaviors, including acknowledgment of previous state-
ments through paraphrasing, clarification of content through follow-
up questions, and even correction or qualification of content through
reframing. In terms of rhetorical style, chatbots present informa-
tion in a variety of different ways, including exposition, argument,
description, comparison, and conversation.

These strategies collectively produce a conversational exchange
that resembles day-to-day bi-directional communication, even though
the chatbot’s inability to grasp the communicative context means
that it is actually two lines of unidirectional communication, one
of which is actually a series of statistical functions. Where hu-
mans make conversational choices by focusing on details that are
salient within the shared communicative context, LLMs—unable
to simulate or reconstruct such context—elaborate a wide array
of communicative possibilities and then statistically evaluate the
ideal response based on likelihood derived from training datasets or
features. Statistical models do not understand the meaning of natu-
ral language or linguistic forms, as this requires knowledge about
the actual world [7]. As such, LLMs are good at making inferences
even when word sequences are presented in pathological orders,
casting major doubts on whether they process given prompts as in-
structions in similar ways to how humans understand instructions
[72].

That being said, what makes a parasocial interaction is the user’s
experience of the AI system’s discrete outputs as a continuous nar-
rative responsewithin a “shared” communicative context, in keeping
with reciprocal human communication and feedback cycles. If a user

is not versed in LLMs or machine learning processes, they might be
inclined to fill in missing context to establish coherence and rele-
vancy [24], meaning that the chatbot’s conversational contribution
is actually co-produced with the user. Ultimately, the presence of
conversational dynamics and rhetorical styles that resemble every-
day human communication can coax users into behaving as though
the chatbot were a social actor [19, 52].

3.1.2 Anthropomorphism and Affirmation. Conversational agents
are further humanized by rhetorical techniques that imply subjec-
tivity and affect, such as using first-person pronouns, wishing the
user well, expressing enthusiasm or regret, or even apologizing.
These combine in a way that suggests a friendly disposition towards
the user—a willingness or desire to help them that exceeds mere
functionality or serviceability. For instance, the main interface of
ChatGPT presents the headline, “How can I help you today?” while
Microsoft Bing Chat’s text box invites the user to “ask me anything.”
When ChatGPT provides results for given prompts, it will invari-
ably package them with affective or volitional wording, including
enthusiastically affirmative statements like “Certainly!” and “feel
free to ask!” This use of natural language to position the chatbot as
an entity may provoke the user to construct inputs that are more
conversational than those they would use in search engine queries,
even though the objective of the interaction is similar.

This simulation of “active listening,” or of an attitude of care, cre-
ates the illusion of closeness—a parasocial dynamic that overlooks
the fact that chatbots are simply algorithmic systems with no capac-
ity for empathy or intention [47, 54]. Perry [54] argues that what
distinguishes humans fromAI systems, in terms of displaying empa-
thy, is the choice to signal care and support by emotionally investing
in others. Chatbots will involuntarily respond compassionately and
affirmatively even when users are rude towards it, revealing the
hidden utilitarian hospitality embedded in its programming. This
is true of other anthropomorphic elements too—Abercrombie et al.
[2] explain that personal pronouns may arise during application
design or as the result of training data containing natural language.
Moreover, chatbots do not invest in users in any meaningful way.
This further confirms the unidirectionality of HAIs.

Nonetheless, the positive impressions that arise from this friendly
rhetoric and user empowerment can foster usability-based trust
that encourages users to continuously ask more questions [41].
It can also persuade users into disclosing more personal details
about themselves, even regarding the chatbot as a proxy “therapist.”
There are already chatbot services explicitly designed to provide
companionship or therapy-adjacent services, some of which include
telepresence features such as human-like avatars (see, for example,
Replika6). In Replika, users can customize a therapist avatar with
various physical features, pronouns, and a chosen name. When
users express their concerns, these avatars generate sentences that
signal active listening, such as, “I’m here to listen and support you,
no matter what.” Even though these emotional responses are empty,
they encourage users to project emotionality onto the avatars. More-
over, they create the impression of safety and trust necessary for
users to divulge sensitive information, including potential suicidal
ideation [38]. Users may have the expectation that this sensitive in-
formation will be treated responsibly and professionally—that they
6https://replika.ai/
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will receive real help from these agents. However, unlike the objects
of human-to-human parasocial relationships, these AI agents can-
not accommodate users’ expectations or assume any responsibility
for them.

3.1.3 Black-Box Design. To some extent, parasocial relationships
involve a degree of opaqueness. With celebrities and media per-
sonalities, it is their backstage daily life that is opaque, with only
certain information being made visible as part of a persona [16].
With representations of people, such as characters and animations,
it is the creation process and incentives that are opaque. In the case
of chatbots, the algorithmic decision-making process is opaque [9],
even to the programmers who create these systems. Oftentimes, it
is unclear why or how responses are generated.

While a lack of transparency can undermine trust, as previ-
ously discussed, if there are adequate features to bolster perceived
self-efficacy, users may still exhibit affect-based trust. Moreover,
opaqueness leaves space for users to project their own meaning
and interpretations onto the system. Alternatively, users might
base their trust in the system on their trust in its developers and
their good intentions or shared ideals, whereas others might trust
chatbots more than humans (and more than their own intuition)
given their apparent impartiality and the extensive information at
their disposal, eliminating the need for transparency.7

In this sense, the black-box nature of conversational agents may
be a “feature” that affords the extension of blind trust, or faith, for
some users based on their epistemological perspectives. It might
also create a sense of the conversational agent’s “being” or “think-
ing” that approximates subjectivity or “consciousness” for those
who are inclined to compare AI processing with human thought or
learning [60].

3.2 Role Assignment
Without a robust vocabulary to describe computational systems
and their processes, users may default to using human social vocab-
ulary instead. For example, they may assign the chatbot roles that
approximate real human roles to improve their conceptualization
of the chatbot, or to clarify their own objectives while interacting
with it. ESL university students might frame ChatGPT as a writing
assistant [10], while others may regard it as a dialogic partner that
helps young children improve their story comprehension [75]. In
extreme cases, chatbots can actually replace humans in these roles,
as can be seen in the use of a chatbot as a Harvard computer science
lecturer.8 Even though these chatbots cannot be accountable in any
meaningful way, because they produce seemingly capable outputs,
people are willing to recruit these systems into specialized roles
within their life.

As we discussed in the preceding sections, chatbots’ user experi-
ence design, functionality, and rhetorical strategies can also invite
some form of role projection. Below, we elaborate on the process

7One interesting example of this arises from the use of chatbots as grief counselors.
Xygkou et al. [76] found that users were willing to disclose their personal experiences
of grief to chatbots with anthropomorphized features because they perceived them as
nonjudgmental, unlike actual humans. As such, the authors asserted that these tools
could positively support grieving processes. This case implies that a lack of perceived
subjectivity can also be trust-inducing.
8https://www.pcmag.com/news/harvards-new-computer-science-teacher-is-a-
chatbot

by which users appear to assign roles to chatbots, introducing the
concepts of “projective inference” and “parasocial trust.”

3.2.1 Projective Inference. As discussed in the sections on Black-
Box Design and the Illusion of Reciprocity, opaque chatbot features
and partial chatbot outputs invite users to fill in missing context
and meaning, reframing the chatbot’s output as a social response.
Using the logic of perceived affordances, chatbots’ predictive infer-
ences thereby become projective inferences to certain users—that
is, inferences made by a projected agency [64, 65].

In other words, the projection compensates for the limitations
of chatbots by adding interpretations that are not embedded within
technical conditions, though it can also compensate for users’ per-
ceived limitations—their lack of masculinity, social capital, etc. We
might call this latter example “projective desire,” in keeping with
Silvio [63], who studied how “otaku” (avid anime fans) satisfy their
impossible desire for fictional characters by projecting this desire
onto the characters in a simulation of reciprocity. In either case,
users’ agency and emotions come to characterize the chatbot and
its generated outcomes, which may be a key trust-forming function
in illusional HAIs.

Take, for example, personality features projected onto chatbots.
Generated responses are the product of conversational patterns
within training datasets, rather than specific idiosyncrasies. How-
ever, people will infer a personality or persona from conversational
AI’s outputs, which is likely just a projection of the user’s experi-
ences, mental models, and biases. This projected personality can
have consequences for how users engage with the system’s outputs:
Nass and Lee [51], Nass and Moon [52] found that people reacted
positively towards computers that exhibited personality character-
istics or cues they regarded as similar to their own. In these cases,
users were willing to credit computers for their success in tasks
and were less likely to blame them for failures. Likable projected
personalities could improve users’ appraisal of a chatbot’s capabili-
ties, as seen with the “psychologist” chatbot on character.ai, which
is trained on basic principles from an undergraduate psychology
degree and configured to exhibit a compassionate persona [67].
We see, then, that projective inferences can also help to stabilize
a social role for conversational AI, which centers users’ attention
on the conversational agents themselves (rather than on any given
response).

3.2.2 Parasocial Trust. If trust is at the center of all of the concepts
so far discussed, we might regard it as not only a social emotion
or a technical or perceived affordance, but also as a co-constructed
affective medium, or “space,” between users and chatbots. Within an
asymmetrical, parasocial dynamic, trust (here labeled “parasocial
trust”) creates provisional alignments between reality and illusion
that stabilize performed affect or projected agency into identifiable
social roles.

With such a role, the chatbot can function as an imagined audi-
ence [40] towards which the user can adapt their communicative
behavior. Toma [68] discusses the concept of interpersonal adap-
tation, which illustrates how people adapt their communication
to facilitate social interactions with their communication partners,
potentially with the objective of fostering trust. In this way, users
may come to assume a complementary role to the chatbot—for
example, the role of “patient” to match the AI system’s role of
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“therapist”—which serves to further stabilize the mediating struc-
tures of parasocial trust.

This orienting quality of parasocial trust is not neutral, as it
reinforces positive feedback loops between users and chatbots,
raising ethical questions about anthropomorphic chatbots’ ability to
recruit users’ emotional labor, investment, and agency. The concept
of parasocial trust centers the tension in parasocial relationships—
how these relationships both satisfy and exploit users—making it a
fitting lens to investigate and problematize the social dimensions
of affective computing.

4 POTENTIAL ETHICAL CONCERNS
Thus far, this paper has argued that (1) chatbots afford very human-
like interactive experiences with users, (2) users may apply their
own agency to fill in these human-like interactions, and (3) in so
doing, users may elaborate chatbots’ anthropomorphic qualities
into social roles, which imply complementary roles for the user
themselves. Through this process, which hinges on the orienting
capacity of trust, HAIs become parasocial relations between con-
versational “agents.” This analytic lens can explain why users are
inclined to interact in more naturalistic and emotional ways with
chatbots than they do with search engines and other informational
tools. Below, we raise a number of ethical concerns that arise from
these relations.

4.1 Role Displacement
While chatbots can increase users’ self-efficacy by helping them to
complete certain tasks, such as brainstorming, drafting, and editing,
they can also be a crutch that prevents users from assuming certain
roles themselves, or a decoy that prevents users from questioning
the need for certain roles in the first place. For example, Chan
and Hu [10] discussed how university students—especially ESL
students—have positive views of ChatGPT because it increases
their confidence and satisfaction with their writing outputs. While
this may appear to equalize student potential, allowing ESL students
to perform well in English higher education environments, it does
nothing to address the actual inequalities of these environments,
including the neocolonial systems that made English the global
lingua franca. Similarly, roles that are typically reserved for trained
professionals may be outsourced to chatbots with only a fraction
of relevant data, undermining the quality of necessary services. For
example, “therapist” chatbots on character.ai may provide mental
health-related advice to users based on a subset of principles taught
in undergraduate psychology education [67], generating empathetic
responses without sufficient reference to how therapy practices
operate in the real world. Still, users employ these chatbots for their
convenience and constant availability, infusing themwith projected
personalities to suit their preferences. This requires further scrutiny.

4.2 Misaligned Tasks
Even when chatbots are not used to fully replace real-life services
and roles, they can be used in ways that are incompatible with
their training datasets. This could happen when the capabilities
of chatbots are misrepresented [49, 58], fostering over-positivity
about chatbot systems that could lead users to overestimate the
types of roles that these systems can assume. The information that

LLMs generate is merely a prediction, and without accountability
frameworks to ensure reliable outputs, applying these systems for
high-stakes tasks could be risky. For instance, users reported that
Replika handles self-disclosed information poorly, generating re-
sponses that gaslight users’ mental health struggles or promote self-
harm and eating disorders [38]. In particular, anthropomorphized
chatbots used in clinical care-related tasks should be evaluated,
paying special attention to whether their responses exhibit appro-
priate standards of clinical empathy—an acquired skill that allows
healthcare professionals to model and affirm patients’ experiences
and perspectives and deliver effective care [25, 47].

4.3 Priming, Stereotyping, and
Representational Harms

Training datasets and language models are not immune to biases
[74], and their deployment can reinforce social stereotypes [3].
Training datasets for LLMs are extracted from human-made texts in
online sources, and so pre-trained LLMs can replicate both human
conversational styles and human prejudices. In the case of PaLM
(the LLM that underwrites Google’s Bard), 50% of the data used
to pre-train the model came from social media conversations [13],
which could potentially over-represent populations with internet
access [6]. These biases can manifest as skewed representations in
generative AI outputs, like descriptions of women that limit them
to traditional gendered social roles [37] or depictions of non-white
people that imply social undesirability [3].

Users’ efforts to recreate social contexts for chatbot outputs
(through projective inference) might also introduce stereotypes
and biases that influence how they appraise and use generated
information. For example, people tend to mindlessly apply gen-
der and racial stereotypes to computers to determine whether the
agents are persuasive or trustworthy [52]. Abercrombie et al. [1] ar-
gued that users do this even when the systems have neutral design
features. If users interpret generated outputs differently based on
stereotyped projected social roles, this could reinforce the harmful
representations mentioned by Ruane et al. [59].

As with the concept of affordance, which charts out the actions
made available by systems/environments and users, limitations
to action (like those derived from gender or racial stereotypes)
can also be co-created by conversational AI and users. Stark [64]
points out that chatbots’ skewed representations can prime users
to interpret outputs in biased ways, reinforcing the systematicity
of this bias. For example, Miller et al. [45] demonstrated that users
may regard white faces as more “real” than non-white faces, even
when they are both generated by AI systems. These priming risks
can also be self-destructive, as we see with AI-generated images
that reflect unrealistic (or Eurocentric) beauty standards. In these
cases, users may apply these standards to themselves, causing poor
self-image or body dysmorphia [69]. In either case, this suggests
a self-reinforcing feedback loop, where LLMs present biases that
users are likely to share and reproduce in new content, which may
form part of future training datasets [34].
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4.4 The Potential Misuse of Sensitive
Information

Uncritical applications of chatbots could lead to further harms, such
as the misuse of sensitive information. As mentioned in Section
3.1, natural language and friendly communication styles could lead
users to feel “close” to, or safe with, chatbots, reducing their bar-
rier to self-disclose sensitive information [30]. This is a particular
danger for users with fewer real-life social connections, who are
more susceptible to anthropomorphism [19] and thus more likely
to invest trust in systems that bear human-like features. Encour-
aging self-disclosure is a particular risk in health domains, as the
information that users share could be extremely sensitive, making
them vulnerable to harm when data is misused or mishandled by
platforms [17, 39].

Multi-modal chatbots with customizable avatar features, as in
the example of Replika, can exacerbate this privacy risk by increas-
ing the anthropomorphism (and thus perceived trustworthiness) of
chatbot systems. In fact, an existing study related to the use of AI
systems in education indicates that students perceive information
as more trustworthy when it is delivered by human-like voices
rather than machine-like voices, likely due to the way these voices
simulated social presence [35]. Generally, users are not aware of
parasocial relationships, as they respond negatively when the illu-
sion of authenticity is shattered [5], and so they may not recognize
when they are being enticed to share personal information. This
could constitute manipulation.

Sensitive data could be collected and re-purposed to train models,
as well as other use cases. Moreover, a recent study showed that the
“divergence” attack could be used in chatbot interactions to retrieve
training data with personal information, including email addresses
and contact information [50]. Although this vulnerability has since
been corrected, future attacks could exploit other weaknesses in
chatbots to uncover underlying content in datasets.

4.5 Dis/Misinformation
We have discussed how positive feedback from anthropomorphized
chatbot systems could affect how users interact with chatbots and
interpret chatbot responses, increasing their engagement and their
receptiveness to conveyed information. For example, one recent
study showed that news articles delivered by an anthropomorphic
chatbot were perceived as more credible than the same articles
presented on websites, even when the news source contained con-
flicting views [77]. We have also discussed how the conceptual
litmus tests that users employ to verify information could be the
product of repetition rather than fact [20], and could therefore be
affected by chatbot outputs. Because chatbots’ generated outcomes
are based on predictions, many of them contain only partially fac-
tual information. They could contain factually incorrect statements,
such as outdated information, even if all training data is factually
correct [74].

Parasocial dynamics place the burden of information verifica-
tion on users themselves while de-emphasizing the need for this
verification (by deflecting attention to the tone of the conversa-
tional agent, the coherence of the conversational sequence, etc.).
Users should fact-check the truthfulness of generated outcomes,
as language models do not have the ability to situate language in

real-world contexts [7]. However, identifying what is real or false
can be complicated if training datasets use synthetic data to train
their models [11]. A considerable amount of effort is required for
users to sift through outputted information, and users may be less
inclined to perform this work if they’ve invested parasocial trust in
the chatbot system.

5 CONCLUSION
5.1 Future Directions
The conceptual framework put forward in this paper could be ap-
plied and expanded in various ways through subsequent studies,
a few of which we’ve outlined below. These non-exhaustive re-
search directions are grouped loosely into the categories “roles,”
“conventions and expectations,” and “motivations.”

5.1.1 Roles. Future studies could create an inventory of the kinds
of roles that users assign to AI systems, under what conditions, and
what tasks they solicit from these systems. For example, potential
research could use a diary study and follow-up interviews—like
those used in Litt and Hargittai [40]—to reveal the ways in which
users interact with conversational agents, including the interper-
sonal adaptations they exhibit or the complementary social roles
that they assume. In place of a conventional diary, users could sub-
mit their chatbot conversation logs, which could then inform the
questions used in follow-up interviews.

Interviews could also focus on the stability of roleplayed/assigned
social roles. Stark [64, 65], in his discussion of animation as an anal-
ogy for chatbots, explained that chatbots are not singular agents;
rather, like animated characters, they are the product of hundreds
of people’s collective labor.9 Do users associate chatbots with one
particular role/task, or do they assign multiple or shifting roles?
Are they more likely to perceive chatbots as singular if they are
given a human-like name, as in the case of smart technologies like
Amazon’s Alexa and Apple’s Siri?

The framework of parasociality could provide avenues to explore
how and why people choose to use chatbots for specialized tasks
like mental health support instead of consulting actual specialists,
while research on anthropomorphic design could reveal how em-
pathetic responses crafted by chatbots impact the ways patients
or individuals interpret medical information related to diagnoses
or treatments. More importantly, further investigation of design
features is needed to contextualize alarming trends wherein users
assign healthcare roles to chatbots that are not equipped to pro-
vide medical advice or treatment (e.g. psychologist chatbots on
character.ai).

5.1.2 Conventions and Expectations. Echoing Abercrombie et al.
[2], future studies could examine the effects of de-anthropomorphized
responses on trust, as well as the extent to which natural language-
based technologies can be de-anthropomorphized. What strategies
could supplement or mitigate the negative effects of anthropomor-
phism? The relationship between natural language and trustwor-
thiness/deception could also be compared across different tasks,
such as information-seeking, writing, and so on. Is anthropomor-
phic design appropriate for information retrieval? Studying these

9https://time.com/6247678/openai-chatgpt-kenya-workers/
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topics could clarify what approaches to use to restrict or soften
human-like cues and features, and under what circumstances.

Empirical studies could also explore the relative impact of dif-
ferent narratives or rhetorical styles on parasocial trust formation,
as storytelling has a well-documented ability to make information
more compelling. Comparative analysis of conversation strategies
incorporated by different generative AI systems could provide in-
sights into how positive feedback cycles are established and what
types of engagements are encouraged by different chatbots. Indeed,
future studies should explore the extent to which our framework
applies to other instances of conversational AI systems, which could
be developed for use in a variety of settings and prioritize differ-
ent kinds of interactions. Researchers could quantitatively collect
samples of chatbot responses and conduct rhetorical or narrative
analysis to focus on conversation strategies. This could be an inter-
esting lens to understand how users cultivate attachment or trust
toward chatbots, perhaps in comparable ways to how they cultivate
closeness with strangers or social Others. A comparative study
could also help us to fine-tune and adjust our framework.

Additionally, it would be fruitful to examine users’ perceptions
of communicative subjects, including who they direct content to
during AI-mediated communication, and whether and how they
include AI technologies within this audience. Today, many online
profiles are generated by AI systems. Has this affected users’ secu-
rity in their audience expectations? Do people consider non-human
agents as potential content creators (for example, of fabricated
content and deepfakes)? If not, what might drive them to think in
this way? What are the necessary features of an audience member,
according to most users?

5.1.3 Motivations. Although the following questions are not priori-
ties in comparison to the previous directions, it would be interesting
to study the relationship between perceived technical affordances
and the agentic roles that users assign to chatbots. Given users’ vary-
ing positionalities, perspectives, abilities, and literacies, it could be
interesting to know which factors relate the most to this projection.
Furthermore, what are different users’ motivations for engaging
with chatbots? What do they hope to gain from these interactions,
and how often are they satisfied?

Finally, there is a need to study developers’ incentives and objec-
tives for making chatbots, especially those that seem to deliberately
encourage parasocial relationship-building. Anthropomorphic chat-
bot features could become more commonplace or extreme in com-
ing years, given their ability to sway user perceptions and behav-
iors, thereby increasing the incidence of maladaptive or delusional
parasocial relationships that replace genuine social relationships.10
Rather than sensationalizing human-machine relationships, it is
important to highlight the risks of anthropomorphized design em-
bedded in chatbots.

5.2 Final Remarks
LLM-based chatbots struggle with transparency and accountability
due to their complex learning structure and large training datasets,
which are not publicly accessible. Despite potential concerns and
harms that arise from this [6, 74], LLMs continue to be developed
10Consider, for example, the case of a Japanese man who is legally married to a
hologram [33].

and expanded to optimize search engines and other knowledge-
based services, and chatbot-based interfaces that mobilize these
models continue to employ anthropomorphized features that en-
courage users to positively interact with these systems.

As such, it is important to critically engagewith the trust-forming
mechanisms and mediated spaces between humans and AI systems.
This paper contributed to this effort by invoking the concept of
parasociality and expanding it to include the affective contexts of
HAIs. According to the presented argument, the positive feedback
and illusion of reciprocity and care afforded by anthropomorphized
chatbots could stimulate users’ trust, leading them to project agen-
tic roles onto the chatbot system. This projection forms the basis
for a one-sided, parasocial relationship, which continues to have
effects for users’ trust and willingness to overlook the potential
implications of AI technologies. As AI systems gain more physical
presence, as seen in examples such as social robots, critical analysis
of the mediated spaces between users and AI systems will become
even more essential.

The concept of parasocial trust presented in this paper, which
integrates the concepts of parasociality, imagined affordance, and
technologically mediated trust, could help to clarify how techni-
cal features and users’ perceptions co-constitute parasocial rela-
tionships between individuals and chatbots. It can also explain
how anthropomorphism and black-box dynamics encourage blind
trust [36], even when generated information is problematic or false.
There appears to be a need to improve users’ literacy when it comes
to generative AI systems—including the signs that distinguish AI-
and human-generated content—and a corresponding need to hold
developers accountable for the social effects of their products.

We envision our framework being used as a theoretical lens that
centers the social, co-constituted nature of HAI while affirming the
asymmetric nature of this interaction (that is, how it satisfies and
exploits users). We intend to apply it in research on information-
seeking behaviors in medical domains, though we believe it could
also be used in other cases of AI-mediated information-seeking (e.g.,
in education) and in analyses of emotional priming, self-disclosure
behaviors, attachment formation, and role displacement.
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